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The"Youth"Policy"Institute"(YPI)"is"requesting"bids"from"qualified"subcontractors"to"support"operations"of"

WIOA"Youth"WorkSource"Centers."Services"will"serve"youths"ages"14"G"24"with"a"focus"on"engaging"

disconnected"youths"with"school"or"work,"improving"student"retention"and"bolstering"academic"

proficiency."Established"pursuant"to"the"Workforce"Innovation"and"Opportunity"Act"(“WIOA,”"Pub."L."

113–128),"the"program"will"provide"support"and"career"and"workforce"development"services"to"youths"

in"the"City"of"Los"Angeles,"in"order"to"increase"resources"and"outcomes"for"disconnected"youth."The"

purpose"of"this"request"is"to"identify"and"select"youth"providers"in"the"City"of"Los"Angeles"targeting"

Central"Los"Angeles"and"the"North"Valley"with"the"experience"and"expertise"to"provide"comprehensive"

youth"employment"services"of"the"highest"quality"as"subcontractors."""

The"proposed"program"will"serve"eligible"youth"age"14G24."An"eligible"youth"is"defined"as"an"individual"

who"is"not"less"than"age"14"and"not"more"than"age"24;"is"a"lowGincome"individual;"and"is"an"individual"

who"is"one"or"more"of"the"following:"deficient"in"basic"literacy"skills;"a"school"dropGout;"homeless,"

runaway"or"a"foster"child;"pregnant"or"a"parent;"an"offender;"or"an"individual"who"requires"additional"

assistance"to"complete"an"educational"program,"or"to"secure"and"hold"employment.""

"

The"proposed"program"will"serve"75%"outGofGschool"youth"(age"17G24)"and"25%"inGschool"youth"(age"14G

21).""

"

An"outGofGschool"youth"is"a"school"dropout,"or"not"attending"any"secondary"or"postGsecondary"school"or"

school"equivalency"program;"age"16"–"24"years"old;"and"a"lowGincome"individual"who"is"deficient"in"basic"

literacy"skills"or"is"an"English"language"learner;"homeless,"runaway,"in"foster"care"or"has"aged"out"of"the"

foster"care"system,"or"who"has"attained"16"years"of"age"and"left"foster"care"for"kinship,"guardianship"or"

adoption,"a"child"eligible"for"assistance"under"Section"477"of"the"Social"Security"Act,"or"in"an"outGofG

home"placement;"pregnant"or"parenting;"an"individual"with"a"disability;"an"offender;"an"individual"who"

requires"additional"assistance"to"complete"an"education"program,"or"to"secure"and"retain"employment.""

"

An"inGschool"youth"is"an"individual"who"is"an"eligible"youth"age"14"–"21"years"old;"attending"school,"

including"secondary"and"postGsecondary"school;"lowGincome"individual;"and"has"one"or"more"of"the"

following"barriers:"basic"skills"deficient;"an"English"language"learner;"an"offender;"a"homeless"individual,"

a"runaway;"an"individual"in"foster"care"or"who"has"aged"out"of"the"foster"care"system"or"who"has"

attained"16"years"of"age"and"left"foster"care"for"kinship"guardianship"or"adoption,"a"child"eligible"for"

assistance"under"Section"477"of"the"Social"Security"Act,"or"in"an"outGofGhome"placement;"pregnant"or"

parenting;"an"individual"with"a"disability;"an"individual"who"requires"additional"assistance"to"complete"an"

education"program"or"to"secure"and"retain"employment.""

"

Successful"bidders"will"be"expected"to"enter"into"an"agreement"to"formally"partner"with"the"Youth"Policy"

Institute"in"the"completion"of"the"YPI"proposal"to"the"City"of"Los"Angeles."The"City"Request"for"Proposals"

can"be"found"at"http://ewddlacity.com/index.php/development/bidGopportunities/263GyouthsourceG

centerGoperatorsGrequestGforGproposalsGrff.""In"the"event"that"the"Youth"Policy"Institute"is"awarded"a"

contract"by"the"City,"subcontracts"will"be"established"with"successful"bidders."

"

The"initial"term"will"be"from"July"1,"2017"to"June"30,"2018,"a"period"of"twelve"(12)"months,"with"an"

option"to"renew"for"up"to"two"(2)"additional,"oneGyear"program"terms."

"
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Qualifications&of&Potential&Service&Providers:&

ForGprofit"corporations,"communityGbased"organizations"(CBO),"nonGprofit"organizations,"local"

educational"agencies,"institutions"of"higher"learning,"literacy"providers,"and"other"relevant"entities"are"

encouraged"to"participate"in"this"process.""

Proposals"will"be"accepted"from"organizations"with"the"following"qualifications."They"must"be"qualified"

to"conduct"business"in"the"State"of"California;"be"in"good"standing"with"the"Secretary"of"State"if"a"

corporation"or"limited"liability"company;"have"not"been"determined"to"be"nonGresponsive"or"been"

debarred"by"the"City;"have"not"been"debarred"by"the"federal"government,"State"or"local"government;"do"

not"have"a"current"disputed"or"disallowed"cost"if"previously"contracted"with"EWDD."The"agency"must"

have"demonstrated"experience"providing"similar"services"for"a"minimum"of"three"(3)"years"within"the"

past"five"(5)"years."The"agency"must"not"have"any"unresolved"fiscal,"reporting,"or"program"issues"with"

any"of"its"current"or"past"funding"sources."Must"be"able"to"provide"services"within"the"Central"or"North"

Valley"planning"areas"of"Los"Angeles."

"

The"agency"must"identify"a"proposed"location"for"services"that"is"physically"located"in"the"City"and"have"

the"capability"to"provide"services"to"a"multiGlingual"population"in"conformance"with"Title"VII"of"the"Civil"

Rights"Act"of"1964"(see"http://www.eeoc.gov/laws/statutes/titlevii.cfm"for"more"information"on"Title"VII"

requirements)""

"

Required&Program&Services&Solicited&
"

•! Tutoring,"study"skills"training,"and"evidenceGbased"dropout"prevention"and"recovery"strategies"

that"lead"to"completion"of"secondary"school"diploma,"or"its"recognized"equivalent,"or"for"a"

recognized"postGsecondary"credential.""

•! Alternative"secondary"school"services,"or"dropout"recovery"services,"as"appropriate.""

•! Paid"and"unpaid"work"experiences"that"have"academic"and"occupational"education"as"a"

component"of"the"work"experience,"including"the"following:""

o! Summer"employment"opportunities"and"other"employment"opportunities"available"

throughout"the"school"year""

o! PreGapprenticeship"programs""

o! Internships"and"job"shadowing""

o! OnGtheGjob"training"opportunities""

•! Occupational"skill"training,"which"includes"priority"consideration"for"training"programs"that"lead"

to"recognized"postGsecondary"credentials"that"align"with"inGdemand"industry"sectors"or"

occupations.""

•! Education"offered"concurrently"with"and"in"the"same"context"as"workforce"preparation"activities"

and"training"for"a"specific"occupation"or"occupational"cluster.""

•! Leadership"development"opportunities,"including"community"service"and"peerGcentered"

activities"encouraging"responsibility,"and"other"positive"social"and"civic"behaviors.""

•! Supportive"services.""

•! Adult"mentoring"for"a"duration"of"at"least"12"months"that"may"occur"both"during"and"after"

program"participation.""

•! FollowGup"services"for"not"less"than"12"months"after"the"completion"of"program"participation.""

•! Referrals"to"counseling"services"and"provision"of"guidance,"including"drug"and"alcohol"abuse"

counseling,"as"appropriate"to"fulfill"the"needs"of"the"individual"youth.""
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•! Financial"literacy"education.""

•! Entrepreneurial"skills"training.""

•! Services"that"provide"labor"market"and"employment"information"about"inGdemand"industry"

sectors"or"occupations"available"in"the"local"area,"such"as"career"awareness,"career"counseling,"

and"career"exploration"services.""

•! Activities"that"help"youth"prepare"for"and"transition"to"postGsecondary"education"and"training.""

"

Please"provide"the"following"in"your"completed"proposal:"a"completed"Cover"Letter,"a"project"narrative"

of"no"more"than"five"pages,"and"a"completed"budget"and"budget"narrative"for"your"proposed"program"

This"should"include"Leveraged"Funds"your"agency"can"provide."

Proposal&Contents&

Cover&Letter&"

The"Cover"Letter"should"be"on"agency"letterhead"and"include"the"following"information."An"overview"of"

proposed"services"to"be"provided"by"the"agency,"and"the"name,"title,"address,"telephone"number"and"

email"address"of"the"individual"authorized"to"bind"the"agency"to"all"commitments"made"in"this"proposal."

The"letter"should"include"a"commitment"to"participate"in"proposal"development"and"to"sign"the"Intent"to"

Collaborate"form."Please"also"include"the"proposed"unit"cost"for"services"provided."This"should"be"a"unit"

cost"for"each"participant"served"for"the"services"defined"in"the"Narrative.""

Narrative&

Limit"response"to"five"singleGspaced"pages,"with"12Gpoint"font"with"the"headings"and"information"

described"below."The"Youth"Policy"Institute"will"especially"be"looking"for"applicants"who"have"

demonstrated"effectiveness"and"excellence"in"providing"documented"RFP"services,"and"who"can"provide"

concrete"evidence"of"academic"achievement"and"positive"student"outcomes"as"a"result"of"these"

programs.""

Proposals"shall"be"evaluated"on"Proposed"Services,"Demonstrated"Ability"and"Cost"Reasonableness.""At"

YPI’s"sole"discretion,"any"or"all"of"the"following"factors"may"be"considered."

Proposed"Services"–"50"Points"

•! Completeness"and"accuracy"in"describing"services"to"be"provided."

•! Efficiency"and"effectiveness"of"the"proposed"services"in""achieving"the"program"objectives"

•! Accessibility"and"adequacy"of"proposed"services"

•! Understanding"the"complex"needs"of"youth"with"barriers"

•! Staff"qualifications"and"adequacy"fo"staffing"patterns"

•! Measures"of"success"

Demonstrated"Ability"–"30"points"

•! Experience"working"with"the"target"population"

•! Successful"performance"in"providing"services"similar"in"scope"and"size"to"those"sought"by"this"

RFP"
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•! Success"factors/outcomes"from"prior"work"

Cost"ReasonablenessG"20"points"

•! Accuracy"and"completenes"of"submitted"budget"

•! Allowableness,"reasonableness"and"necessity"of"costs"

•! Proportion"of"funds"that"will"be"leveraged"

•! Proposed"costs"as"compared"to"other"proposers"and/or"to"independent"cost"estimates"

•! The"lowest"cost"proposer"may"not"be"deemed"to"be"the"best"proposer"when"all"the"evaluation"

factors"have"been"considered"

Budget&Narrative&and&Leveraged&Funds&Provided"

Please"provide"a"oneGpage"budget"and"oneGpage"budget"narrative."What"is"the"cost"per"participant"by"

service/group"of"services"offered"by"your"agency,"and"how"did"you"arrive"at"this"figure?""Identify"any"

direct"(nonGWIOA)"and"inGkind"resources"(Leveraged"Resources)"your"agency"can"commit"to.""Indicate"

the"method"used"to"calculate"the"value"of"these"leveraged"funds.""

Subcontractors"will"be"expected"to"meet"or"exceed"program"goals."These"include"1)"WIOA"Indicators"of"

Performance:"a)"Employment"Rate,"b)"Credential"Attainment,"c)"Measurable"Skills"Gain,"d)"Median"

Earnings;"2)"Local"Goals:"a)"Total"Number"of"Enrollments,"b)"Percentage"of"OutGofGSchool"Youth"Served,"

c)"Customer"Satisfaction"(Youth"and"Employers),"and"d)"Administrative"Capability;"3)"SYEP"goals"outline"

by"funder,"which"can"include:"a)"Placement"of"youth"in"subsidized/unsubsidized"work"experience,"b)"

delivery"of"personal"enrichment"training,"c)"completion"of"financial"literacy"training,"and"d)"obtaining"of"

a"library"card.""

Technical&Assistance&

Please"email"any"questions"regarding"this"RFP"with"your"name,"agency"name,"and"email"address"to"Stan"

Saunders"at"ssaunders@ypiusa.org."""

Reporting&Requirements&

All"WIOA"grant"subGrecipients"must"report"expenditures"on"an"accrual"basis,"and"submit"quarterly"

expenditure"reports."Additionally,"subcontractors"are"required"to"submit"detailed"monthly"reports"and"

maintain"client"case"notes."

Submission&Requirements&

The"original"proposal"may"be"hand"delivered"or"courier"delivered"to"the"YPI"receptionist"at"6464"Sunset"

Boulevard"Suite"650"Los"Angeles,"CA"90028."The"proposal"may"also"be"eGmailed"to"Kristen"Gates"at"

kgates@ypiusa.org"or"Stan"Saunders"at"ssaunders@ypiusa.org.""

Appeal&Process&

All"applicants"shall"have"the"opportunity"to"appeal"funding"recommendations.""Information"on"the"

appeals"process"and"timeline"will"be"specifed"in"a"written"notice"to"all"bidders"

"

" &
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All"subcontracts"are"subject"to"the"following"as"a"subcontract"from"the"City"of"Los"Angeles:"

§101$ SUBCONTRACTS&

A.! For" the" purpose" of" this" Agreement," subcontracts" shall" include," but" not" be" limited" to,"

purchase" agreements," lease" or" rental" agreements" (excluding" real" property" agreements),"

third"party"agreements,"consultant"services"subcontracts,"and"construction"subcontracts."

B.! Subcontracts"entered"into"in"the"performance"of"this"Agreement"shall:"

1.! Be"subject"to"the"terms"and"conditions"set"forth"in"of"this"Agreement.""City"may"require"

incorporation"of"the"applicable"provisions"in"a"written"agreement;"

2.! Specifically"prohibit"assignment"or"transfer"of"interest"without"prior"written"approval"by"

the"City;"

3.! Contractor"must"specifically"provide"proof,"when"applicable,"of"the"appropriate"permits"

and/or"business"licenses."

C.! A"copy"of"each"executed"subcontract,"or"amendment(s)" thereto,"shall"be"submitted"to"the"

City"prior"to"payment."

§102$ PROCUREMENT&PROCEDURES&

A.! It" is" the" policy" of" the" City" to" encourage" fair" and"open" competition" in" its" procurement" for"

goods" and" services." The" requirements" for" a" fair" and" open" competition" include" the"

development"of"written"procurement"policies"that"include,"but"are"not"limited"to,"all"of"the"

following"subsections.""It"is"the"City's"intent"that"the"following"rules"be"binding"upon"the"City"

and" its" subcontractors." " Several" of" the" provisions" herein" include" City"mandated" rules" and"

procedures" in" addition" to" the" other" grant" requirements." Such" policies" are" applicable" to"

subcontractors"to"the"extent"permitted"by"law."

B.! Purpose.""It"is"the"intent"of"these"rules"that"these"procedures"shall"apply"to"all"subcontracts"
including," but"not" limited" to," purchase"agreements," lease"or" rental" agreements" (excluding"

real"property"agreements),"third"party"agreements,"and"consultant"services"subcontracts."All"

contractors" are" required" to" prepare" written" procurement" procedures." " All" written"

procedures"and"policies"for"procurement"activities"are"to"be"available"for"public"inspection."

C.! Competition." The"City" and"each"of" its" contractors" shall" conduct"procurement" in" a"manner"

that"provides"full"and"open"competition."Some"of"the"situations"considered"to"be"restrictive"

of"competition"include,"but"are"not"limited"to:"

1.! Placing" unreasonable" requirements" on" firms" or" organizations" in" order" for" them" to"

qualify"to"do"business;"

2.! Requiring"unnecessary"experience"and"excessive"bonding;"

3.! Noncompetitive"pricing"practices"between" firms"or"organizations"or"between"affiliated"

companies"or"organizations;"

4.! Noncompetitive"awards"to"consultants"that"are"on"retainer"contracts;"

5.! Organizational"conflicts"of"interest;"
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6.! Specifying" only" a" "brand"name"" product" instead"of" allowing" "an" equal"" product" to" be"

offered" and" describing" the" performance" of" other" relevant" requirements" of" the"

procurement;"

7.! Overly"restrictive"specifications;"and"

8.! Any"arbitrary"action"in"the"procurement"process."

D.! Responsibilities"

1.! The"following"procedures"shall"apply"to"all"procurement"under"this"Agreement"in"order"

to"ensure"that"all"solicitations:""

a.! Incorporate"a"clear"and"accurate"description"of" the" technical" requirements" for" the"

material," product" or" service" to" be" procured." Such" description" shall" not," in"

competitive"procurement,"contain"features"which"unduly"restrict"competition;"and"

b.! Identify" all" requirements" that" the" offerors"must" fulfill" and" all" other" factors" to" be"

used"in"evaluating"bids"or"proposals."

2.! Issue"a"Public"Notification.""The"notification"must"be"made"through"an"announcement"in"

a" local"public"medium" (e.g.,"newspaper)"or"other"media" that" covers" the"entire" service"

area."

3.! Every" procedural" step" must" be" documented" for" each" procurement," including" a"

description" of" the" documentation" process" and" where" the" documentation" will" be"

located."

4.! Contractor" shall" provide" a" copy" of" the" RFP/request" for" qualifications" (RFQ)" to" anyone"

who" requests" it." " Contractor" shall" compile" a" list" of" everyone" requesting" a" copy"of" the"

RFP/RFQ."

5.! The" Contractor" shall" ensure" that" all" preGqualified" lists" of" persons," firms" or" other"

organizations" that" are" used" to" acquire" goods" and" services" are" current" and" include"

sufficient"numbers"of"qualified"sources"to"ensure"maximum"open"and"free"competition.""

The"agencies"listed"on"the"bidder’s"list"may"be"individually"notified."

6.! The"Contractor"shall"not"use"funds"provided"under"this"Agreement"to"duplicate"facilities"

or"services"available"in"the"area"(with"or"without"reimbursement)"from"federal,"State,"or"

local"sources,"unless"it"is"demonstrated"that"the"AgreementGfunded"alternative"services"

or"facilities"would"be"more"effective"or"more"likely"to"achieve"performance"goals."

7.! The"Contractor"shall"maintain"records"that"are"sufficient"to"detail"the"significant"history"

of" a" procurement" procedure" in" compliance" with" 29" CFR" 97.36." These" records" shall"

include,"but"are"not"limited"to,"the"following:""rationale"for"the"method"of"procurement,"

the" selection" of" contract" type," contractor" selection" or" rejection," rationale" and"

reasonable" rating" criteria" and" the" basis" for" the" contract" type." " Records" regarding" the"

history"of"a"procurement"procedure"shall"comply"with"29"CFR"7.36."

8.! The"Contractor" shall" keep" records" sufficient" to" insure" that" funds"have"not"been" spent"

unlawfully."

9.! The" Contractor" shall" retain" all" records" pertinent" to" any" procurement"

agreement/contract"within"the"County"of"Los"Angeles"for"a"period"of"five"years"following"

termination" of" the" Agreement" and" after" final" disposition" of" all" pending" matters."
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"Pending"Matters""include,"but"are"not"limited"to,"an"audit,"litigation,"or"other"activities"

involving" records." " Prior" to"destruction"of" records" retained"under" this"Agreement," the"

Contractor"shall"notify"the"City"and"request"instructions"on"disposition"of"said"records."

10.!The" Contractor" shall" not" contract" with" any" party" which" is" debarred," suspended" or"
otherwise" excluded" from" participation" in" federal" assistance" programs" in" accordance"

with"DOL" regulations" at" 29"CFR"Part" 98." " All" contracts" shall" include" a" selfGcertification"

from"the"contractor" that" it" is"not"a"debarred"party." "The" federal"government"prohibits"

awards" to" any" party" that" is" debarred." " The" federal" government" compiles" a" list" of"

debarred"parties."The"federal"list"is"published"by"the"General"Services"Administration;"a"

copy" may" be" obtained" by" telephoning" the" Superintendent" of" Documents" (202/512G

1600)."The" list"will"be" issued"as"an" information"Bulletin" in"May"of"each"year." " It" is" the"

Contractor’s" responsibility" to" ensure" that" funds" are" not" awarded" to" entities" on" the"

debarment"lists."

11.!Procurement"shall"be"conducted"at"least"once"every"three"years."

12.!Procurement" activities"must"be" conducted" in" a" confidential"manner." " Staff" involved" in"

procurement"must"not"divulge"advance"purchasing"information,"specific"proposal/offer"

evaluation" criteria," negotiations" with" bidders" or" inGhouse" discussions" regarding" a"

particular"procurement"until"such"time"as"this"information"is"released"to"all"parties."

13.!Contractor"shall" receive"and" log" in"proposals"and"establish"a"method"for"recording"the"

date"and" time"of" arrival"of"proposals"using"either" a" login" sheet"or" a"date/time" stamp.""

Contractor" shall" establish" a" single" location" for" receipt" of" proposals." " Contractor" shall"

ensure"that"only"proposals"received"by"the"deadline"specified"in"the"RFP/RFQ"qualify"for"

the"evaluation"process"unless" there" is" a" valid" legal" reason" for"otherwise" considering"a"

late"proposal."

14.!Contractor"shall"establish"proposal"evaluation"procedures"that"shall"include,"but"not"be"
limited"to,"the"following:"

a.! Clear" staff" responsibilities." A" procurement" specialist" shall" be" designated" for" each"

bid/proposal" process." " It" shall" be" the" responsibility" of" the" specialist" to" ensure"

compliance"with"these"procurement"rules."

b.! Develop"a"standard"worksheet"or"check"list"for"determining"responsiveness"of"each"

proposal."

c.! Establish" and" use" evaluation" criteria" and" a" standard" evaluation" worksheet" to" be"

used"in"recording"the"evaluations"of"each"proposal."

d.! Prepare"an"analysis"of"costs"to"verify"allowability"and"to"determine"reasonableness."

e.! Identify" staff" responsibilities" for" completing" proposal" evaluation" and" for"

summarizing"evaluation"results."

f.! Develop" a" description" of"methods" for" ensuring" independence" of" ratings" by" those"

involved"in"the"evaluation"process"(i.e.,"prohibit"discussion"among"staff,"sequestered"

evaluators)."

g.! Identify"policy"and"process"by"which"selection"of"awardee(s)"will"be"made."

h.! Provide"an"opportunity"for"bidders"to"appeal"staff"recommendations."
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i.! Items" aGc" should"be" sufficiently" completed"before" issuance"of" the"RFP" so" relevant"

parts"can"be"included."

15.!Contractor" shall" identify" complete" and" timely" proposals." Contractor" shall" review" the"

technical" merits" of" these" proposals" based" on" the" rating" criteria" contained" in" the"

RFP/RFQ.""Contractor"shall"review"the"cost"proposals"based"on"applicable"cost"principles"

and" the" technical" proposal." " For" participant" service" RFPs/RFQs" demonstrated"

performance"and"ability"must"be"documented"and"should"include"independently"verified"

information"and"data."

16.!Contractor" shall"determine"which"proposals"are" in" the" competitive" range" for" technical"

response"and"based"on"the"cost"and"price"analysis"conducted"prior"to"the"RFP/RFQ"are"

within"the"cost"and"price"criteria."

17.!Contractor" shall" negotiate" with" organization(s)" in" the" competitive" range." Contractor"

shall" establish"policies" and"procedures"governing" faceGtoGface"negotiations."Contractor"

shall" include" in" the" criteria" that" all" responsive" offerors" in" the" competitive" range" are"

given" fair"and"equal" consideration"based"on" the"merits"of" their"proposals." "Contractor"

shall"document"these"negotiations"in"writing."

18.!Contractor"shall"determine"for"participant"service"RFPs"the"demonstrated"performance"

and"ability"of"the"highest"rated"offeror(s)."This"determination"must"be"documented"and"

should"include"independently"verified"information"and"data."

19.!Private"forGprofit"entities"must"obtain"prior"written"approval"from"the"City"for"purchases"

of"personal"property"(other"than"supplies)"using"Agreement"funds."

20.!Contractor" shall" conduct" and" document" oversight" to" ensure" compliance" with" these"

procurement"procedures."

21.!City"may" procure" goods" and" services" from"other" governmental" entities" in" accordance"

with"Agreement"procurement"regulations."Contracts"may"not"charge"higher"prices"than"

that" available" to" the" general" public." " All" such" contracts" are" subject" to" cost"

reasonableness"requirements."

a.! InGschool" youth" programs" may" be" sole" sourced" to" public" and" nonprofit" private"

secondary"schools."

b.! City" may" use" as" the" basis" for" selecting" a" provider" a" procurement" process" from"

another" government" in" its" market" area" upon" review" of" the" procurement" process"

and" City" determination" that" such" process" complies"with" this" Agreement" and" local"

law."

c.! City"may"use"the"Central"City"Purchasing"agent" in"order" to"procure"office"supplies,"

basic"equipment"and"other"similar"goods."

d.! The"City"may"authorize"its"Contractor"to"use"a"vendor"subcontractor"who"has"been"

already" selected" through" the" City’s" procurement" process" without" requiring" an"

additional"procurement"process."

22.! If" the" State" or" the" City" has" established" a" debt" against" an" Agreement" service" provider"

that"has"not"been" repaid"or"a" repayment"agreement"plan"has"not"been" implemented,"

then"the"service"provider"shall"be"barred"from"receiving"any"future"grant"funds."
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23.!The"City"will"use"the"definition"of"a"private"postsecondary"education"institute"as"defined"
in" the" California" Education" Code" Section" 94302" (w)" as" any" person" doing" business" in"

California" that" offers" to" provide" or" provides," for" a" tuition," fee," or" other" charge," any"

instruction," training," or" education" primarily" to" people" who" completed" or" terminated"

their"secondary"education"or"are"beyond"the"age"of"compulsory"high"school"attendance."

Information" Bulletin" B95G83" provides" further" guidance" regarding" post" secondary"

education."

24.!Participation"of"Minorities,"Women"and"Small"Businesses"

a.! To" the" fullest" extent" possible" in" the" administration" of" this" Agreement," Contractor"

agrees" to" provide" opportunities" for" minorities," women" and" small" businesses" to"

participate"in"procurement"under"this"Agreement."

E.! Cost"or"Price"Analysis"

1.! Contractor"shall"establish"standards"for"the"performance"of"cost"or"price"analysis."

2.! Contractor"shall"perform"a"cost"or"price"analysis"in"connection"with"every"procurement"

action," including" contract" modifications" to" determine" that" the" expenditure" is"

reasonable."The"method"and"degree"of"analysis"depends"on" the" facts" surrounding" the"

particular" procurement" and" pricing" situation," but" at" a"minimum," the" Contractor" shall"

make"independent"estimates"before"receiving"bids"or"proposals."

a.! A"cost"analysis"is"necessary"when"the"offeror"is"required"to"submit"the"elements"of"

the"estimated"cost,"when"adequate"price"competition"is"lacking,"and"for"sole"source"

procurement," including" contract" modifications" or" change" orders," unless" price"

reasonableness" can" be" established" on" the" basis" of" a" catalog" or"market" price" of" a"

commercial"product"sold"in"substantial"quantities"to"the"general"public"or"based"on"

prices"set"by"law"or"regulation.""As"part"of"its"bid"the"offeror"shall"certify"that"to"the"

best"of"its"knowledge"and"belief,"the"cost"data"are"accurate,"complete"and"current"at"

the"time"of"agreement"on"price."

b.! Contracts"or"modifications"negotiated" in" reliance"on" such"data" should"provide" the"

awarding" agency" a" right" to" a" price" adjustment" to" exclude" any" significant" sum" by"

which"the"price"was"increased"because"the"contractor"had"submitted"data"that"were"

not"accurate,"complete"or"current"as"certified."""

c.! Any"indirect"costs"in"a"proposal"must"be"carefully"reviewed"to"ensure"that"the"costs"

are" not" duplicated" by" direct" costs." Indirect" costs"must" be" allocated" in" accordance"

with"an"approved"cost"allocation"plan."

d.! If"a"bidder"proposes" to"use"a"subcontractor"as"part"of" its"proposal,"all" costs" in" the"

proposed" subcontract" must" also" be" evaluated" in" the" same" manner" as" for" the"

primary"proposal."

e.! Cost" analysis"must" carefully" evaluate" salaries" of" owners" of" sole" proprietorships" or"

partnerships"who"submit"offers"to"ensure"that"they"are" in" line"with"the"services"to"

be"performed."

3.! A"price"analysis"shall"be"used"in"all"other"instances"to"determine"the"reasonableness"of"

the" proposed" contract" price." The" following" price" analysis" techniques" shall" be" used:" i)"

comparison" of" proposed" prices" received;" ii)" comparison" of" prior" prices" received" and"
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current"contract"proposed"prices"for"the"same"or"similar"requirement;"iii)"application"of"

rough" yardsticks" (e.g.," dollars" per" square" foot," dollars" per" placement);" iv)" comparison"

with"competitive"published"price" lists"and"published"market"prices;"and"v)" comparison"

with"agency's"independently"developed"cost"estimates."

4.! The"following"cost"analysis"steps"shall"be"used"1)"verify"cost"or"pricing"data"and"evaluate"

cost"elements;"2)"evaluate"the"effect"of"the"offeror's"current"practices"on"future"costs;"3)"

compare" proposed" costs" for" individual" cost" elements;" 4)" verify" that" offeror's" cost"

submissions"are" in"accordance"with"cost"principles"(allowable/allocable);"and"5)"review"

to"determine"that"all"necessary"cost"or"pricing"data"have"been"submitted."

5.! Agreement" procurement" shall" not" permit" excess" program" income" (for" nonprofit" and"

governmental" entities)" or" excess" profit" (for" private" forGprofit" entities)." " If" profit" or"

program"income"is"included"in"the"price,"the"City"or"the"Contractor"shall"negotiate"profit"

or"program"income"as"a"separate"element"of"the"price"for"each"contract/subcontract"in"

which"there"is"no"price"competition"and"in"all"cases"where"cost"analysis"is"performed."To"

establish"a" fair" and" reasonable"profit"or"program" income," consideration" shall"be"given"

to:"

a.! The"complexity"of"the"work"to"be"performed;"

b.! The"risk"borne"by"the"contractor;"

c.! The"Contractor's"investment;"

d.! The"amount"of"subcontracting;"

e.! The"quality"of"the"Contractor's"record"of"past"performance;"

f.! Industry"profit"rates"in"the"surrounding"geographical"area"for"similar"work;"and"

g.! Market"conditions"in"the"surrounding"geographical"area."

6.! The"cost"plus"a"percentage"of"cost"method"of"contracting"shall"not"be"used."

7.! All" Contractors" must" comply" with" 24" CFR" section" 85.25" income" regulations" and" City"

contract"provisions"regarding"program"income."

8.! All"goods"and"services"procured"pursuant"to"the"Agreement"must"be"in"compliance"with"

the"allowable"cost"provisions" in"29"CFR"§97.27,"29"CFR"97.22"and"20"CFR"667.200,"and"

any"State"or"Federal"directives"on"allowable"costs."

F.! Awarding"of"Agreement/Contract"

1.! Prior"to"an"award"of"a"contract,"the"City"shall"make"a"determination"that"the"Contractor"

has" demonstrated" effectiveness" in" providing" RFP" documented" services.""

Agreements/Contracts"shall"be"made"only"with"responsible"subcontractors"who"possess"

the" potential" ability" to" perform" successfully" under" the" terms" and" conditions" of" a"

proposed" procurement." The" selected" proposer" must" be" a" responsive" entity" that" has"

submitted"a"proposal"or"bid"which"meets"all"requirements"of"the"solicitation"adequately,"

which" includes" responding" to" the" RFP/RFQ" within" the" required" time" frames," and"

completing" all" forms" and" documents." " A" responsible" entity" is" one" that" has" been"

determined"to:"1)"have"a"satisfactory"record"of" integrity"and"business"ethics;"2)"have"a"

satisfactory" performance" record;" 3)" have" adequate" financial" resources" to" perform" the"

contract"or"the"ability"to"obtain"such"resources;"4)"be"able"to"comply"with"the"required"
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or" proposed" delivery" or" performance" schedule," taking" into" consideration" all" existing"

commercial" and"business" commitments;" 5)"have" the"needed"organization," experience,"

accounting," operational" control" and" technical" skills" or" ability" to" obtain" them;" 6)" have"

adequate"production,"construction"or"technical"equipment"and"needed"facilities"or"the"

ability"to"obtain"them;"7)"be"able"to"meet"the"program"design"specifications;"8)"be"able"

to"meet"performance"goals"which"includes"a"showing"of"demonstrated"effectiveness"in"

providing"employment"and"training"services;""9)"be"able"to"provide"services"that"can"lead"

to"the"achievement"of"competency"standards"for"participants;"and"10)"be"both"qualified"

and"eligible"to"receive"the"award"under"applicable"law"and"regulation.""Contractor"shall"

make" the" award(s)" and" finalize" the" contract(s)." " Contractor" shall" follow" established"

procedures" for" formal" notification" of" offerors" of" the" results" of" the" evaluations" and"

selection"process.""

2.! The" City" and" its" Contractors" shall" make" positive" efforts" to" utilize" small" business" and"

minorityGowned"business"as"sources"of"supplies"and"services.""Such"efforts"should"allow"

these" sources" the" maximum" feasible" opportunity" to" compete" for" contracts" to" be"

performed"utilizing"federal"grant"funds."""

3.! Where"such"advertised"bids"are"obtained,"the"awards"shall"be"made"to"the"responsible"

bidder" whose" bid" is" responsive" to" the" invitation" and" is" most" advantageous" to" the"

grantee,"price"and"other" factors"considered." "Factors"such"as"discounts," transportation"

costs,"and" taxes"may"be"considered" in"determining" the" lowest"bid." "No"points" shall"be"

given" for" status" as" a" subGcontractor"or" a" contractor"with"an"approved" childcare"policy"

within"existing"delivery"systems.""However,"if"a"bid"results"in"a"tie"score,"preference"may"

be"given"to"the"Contractor"or"a"subcontractor"with"an"approved"childcare"policy."

4.! Any"or"all"bids"may"be"rejected"when"it"is"in"the"City/Contractor's"interest"to"do"so,"and"

such" rejections" are" in" accordance" with" applicable" State" and" local" law," rules," and"

regulations."""

G.! Funding"Restrictions"for"High"Risk"Contracts."

1.! Contractor" may" be" considered" "highGrisk"" if" an" awarding" agency" determines" that" the"

Contractor"is"otherwise"responsible"but:"

a.! Has"a"history"of"unsatisfactory"performance;"

b.! Is"not"financially"stable;"

c.! Has" a" management" system"which" does" not" meet" the"management" standards" set"

forth"in"this"part;"or"

d.! Has"not"conformed"to"terms"and"conditions"of"a"previously"awarded"grant"or"subG

grant."

2.! If" the" City/Contractor" agency" determines" that" a" grant" or" subGgrant"will" be"made" to" a"

"highGrisk"" Contractor" or" subcontractor," then" special" funding" restrictions" that" address"

the" "highGrisk"" status" may" be" included" in" the" contract" or" subcontract." " Funding"

restrictions"may"include,"but"are"not"limited"to:"

a.! Use"of" reimbursements" rather" than"advances"or"payment"upon"completion"of" the"

project;"
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b.! Requiring"additional"and/or"more"detailed"financial"or"performance"reports;"

c.! Additional"monitoring;"

d.! Requiring" the" Contractor" or" subcontractor" to" obtain" specific" technical" or"

management"assistance;"and/or"

e.! Establishing" additional" prior" approvals" (e.g." requiring" awarding" agency" approval"

prior"to"hiring/firing,"award"of"small"purchase"contracts)."

3.! If"the"City/Contractor"decides"to"impose"such"funding"restrictions,"the"awarding"official"

will"notify"the"Contractor"or"subcontractor"as"early"as"possible,"in"writing,"of:"

a.! The"nature"of"the"funding"restrictions;"

b.! The"reason(s)"for"imposing"them;"

c.! The" corrective" actions"which"must" be" taken" before" they"will" be" removed" and" the"

time"allowed"for"completing"the"corrective"actions;"

d.! The"method"of"requesting"reconsideration"of"the"restrictions"imposed,"and"

e.! Additional"prior"approvals."

H.! City"Code"of"Conduct"

1.! The"Contractor"shall"comply"with"the"Conflict"of"Interest"provisions"found"in"Section"513"

of"this"Agreement."

I.! Methods"of"Procurement""

1.! Contractor" shall"use"one"of" the" following"methods"of"procurement,"as"appropriate" for"

each"procurement"action.""When"any"purchase"is"made,"it"can"only"be"for"an"allowable"

cost." " Invitations" for" bids" shall" clearly" set" forth" all" requirements" that" the" bidder"must"

fulfill"in"order"for"his"bid"to"be"evaluated"by"the"grantee.""Complaint"process"procedures"

shall"be"included"in"each"of"the"following"methods"of"advertised"procurement."

a.! Small"Purchase"Procedures:" "Small"purchases"are"made" from"vendors" for"goods"or"

services"under"$50,000.""Following"the"procedures"for"small"purchase"will"constitute"

justification"of"the"procurement"method"chosen.""The"requirements"are:""

"

" Dollar&Range&of&Purchase" Contacts&and&Method&

" $0"to"$24,999" 2"documented"quotes
1
"

" "

" $25,000"G"$50,000" 3"written"quotes
†"

"

(1)! Documentation:" Each" procurement" must" be" documented," as" required" by"

federal"and"state"statutes"and"regulations.""For"the"“2"documented"quotes,”"

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1!Unless!sole!source!justification!exists!
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the" documentation" can" include" product" or" service" catalogs," current" price"

lists," or" telephone" contact" with" the" vendors" to" obtain" quotes" (i.e.," a"

memorandum" that" reflects" the" oral" quotations" by" source" and" dated" and"

signed" by" a" staff" person" of" the" OneSource" Center" obtaining" the" bids).""

Catalogs"and"price"lists"should"be"updated"annually."

(2)! For" “3"written"quotes,”" the"RFQ"must"either"be"provided" in"writing" to" the"

vendors"or"transmitted"as"uniformly"as"possible"over"the"telephone.""To"be"

considered," the" response" must" be" signed" and" dated" by" the" vendor"

responding"to"the"RFQ."

(3)! A"cost/price"analysis"must"be"conducted"prior"to"purchase.""Lowest"price"is"

the" normal" criteria" for" selecting" goods" and" services." "Qualifications" of" the"

vendor,"availability"of"the"goods"or"services,"service"to"be"provided,"quality"

and" location" are" some" additional" factors" that" could" influence" the"

procurement." " The" documentation" must" contain" the" basis" for" vendor"

selection." " If" the" basis" is" something" other" than" the" price," the" Contractor"

must" prepare"written" documentation" describing" the" additional" criteria" for"

selection,"its"relevance"to"the"need"and"benefit,"and"the"relative"advantage"

of" the" offering" from" the" selected" vendor." " Documentation" should" be"

retained"as"described"in"the"procurement"procedures."

(4)! Many" governmentally" linked" subrecipients" purchase" office" supplies" and"

basic"office"equipment"through"their"central"governmental"supply"house"or"

procurement" administration." " Items" procured" for" subrecipient" use" in" this"

manner" will" be" assumed," for" the" purposes" of" WIA," to" be" purchased"

competitively"by" the"central"governmental"purchasing"agency"and"to"meet"

the"requirements"of"these"regulations." "Any" item"purchased"solely" for"WIA"

use"must"be"purchased"following"applicable"City"Information"Bulletins,"State"

Information"Notices,"City"and"State"Directives,"the"WIA,"and"its"regulations."

b.! Sealed"Bids—Formal"Advertising"

(1)! Contractor" shall" prepare" an" Invitation" for" Bid" (IFB)" or" similar" solicitation"

document" that" includes" full" and" clear" definitions" and" descriptions" of" the"

items" to" be" procured" and" essential" performance" criteria," dimensions" or"

specifications." "Sealed"bids"shall"be"solicited"publicly"for"procurement"for"a"

firmGfixedGprice" contract" (lump" sum" or" unit" price)" or" other" fixedGprice"

arrangement.""Contractor"shall"distribute"the"IFB"to"vendors"on"established"

bidders’" lists" (if" available)." " Contractor" shall" publicly" advertise" the"

procurement" in" a" local" newspaper" with" Workforce" Investment" areaGwide"

circulation" and" shall" solicit" from" an" adequate" number" of" organizations,"

allowing" sufficient" time" before" the" bid" opening" to" permit" adequate"

responses" to" the" solicitation." Contractor" shall" notify" the" bidders" of" the"

dispute"resolution"process.""The"bids"must"be"received"and"opened"publicly"

at"the"time"and"place"stated"in"the"solicitation.""Contracts"shall"be"awarded"

to" the" responsible"bidder"whose"bid," conforming" to"all" the"material" terms"

and"conditions"of"the" invitation"for"bids," is" the" lowest" in"price." "Contractor"

shall" determine" the" demonstrated" performance" and" ability" of" the" lowest"

bidder"who"meets"the"technical"requirements"(for"service"providers)."
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(2)! Contractor"reserves"the"right" to"reject"any"or"all"bids"when"the"bid" is"nonG

responsive.""However,"Contractor"must"state"this"in"the"solicitation"and"the"

specific" reasons" must" be" fully" described" and" documented" in" the"

procurement" file." " Contractor" may" award" a" firm" fixedGprice" or" fixedGunit"

price" contract" by" written" notice" to" the" responsible" offeror" whose" bid"

represents"the"lowest"price"and"conforms"with"all"of"the"specifications"in"the"

IFB.""Contractor"shall"also"provide"written"notification"of"the"awarding"of"the"

contract"to"the"bidders"who"were"not"accepted.""Contractor"shall"document"

the"procurement"in"the"procurement"file."

c.! Competitive"Proposals"

(1)! Proposals" shall" normally" be" conducted" with" more" than" one" source"

submitting"an"offer." "Either"a" fixedGprice"or"a"costGreimbursement"contract"

should"be"awarded." "Contractors"shall"ensure" that" they"use"a"documented"

methodology" for" technical"evaluations"and"shall"award" the"contract" to" the"

responsible"offeror"whose"proposals"are"most"advantageous"to"the"program"

with"price,"technical,"and"other"factors"considered.""Requests"for"proposals"

must"be"formally"advertised"for"all"contracts"above"$50,000."

(2)! This"method"is"typically"used"when"the"nature"of"the"goods"or"services"to"be"

acquired" cannot" be" defined" as" precisely" as" required" by" the" sealed" bid"

method;" and," specifically," when" factors" other" than" price" are" important" in"

the"selection"decision."

(3)! The"RFP"must" indicate"the"scope"of"work"and"service"area,"the"method"for"

scoring"the"proposals,"the"deadline"for"receipt,"and"the"dispute"process."The"

various" components" of" the" request"will" be" valued" and" the" value" assigned"

should"be" reasonable" in" relation" to" the"entire" request." "The" right" to" reject"

any"or"all"bids"when"the"bid"is"not"responsive"may"be"reserved"by"stating"it"

in" the" solicitation" and" the" specific" reasons" must" be" fully" described" and"

documented"in"the"procurement"file."A"method"for"recording"the"date"and"

time" that"proposals"were" received"must"be"established."This"process"must"

ensure" that"only"proposals" received" in"accordance"with" the"date"and" time"

specified" in" the" RFP" qualify" for" the" evaluation" process." " A" log" is" an"

acceptable"method"for"recording"date"and"time"of"receipt.""A"cost"or"a"price"

analysis"of"the"proposals"selected"for"consideration"must"be"conducted."

d.! Noncompetitive"Proposals"–"Sole"Source"

(1)! To" conduct" a" noncompetitive" procurement," the" criteria" established" here"

must"be"met.""Sole"source"contracts"shall"be"procured"through"solicitation"of"

a"proposal"from"only"one"source,"the"funding"of"an"unsolicited"proposal,"or,"

after" solicitation"of"a"number"of" sources,"when"competition" is"determined"

inadequate." "All" sole" source" contracts" require"prior"City"approval." "All" sole"

source"procurements"must"be"documented,"and"the"Contractor"must"have"

demonstrated"performance" in"supplying"the"goods"or"services." "Contractor"

shall" minimize" the" use" of" sole" source" procurements" to" the" extent"

practicable,"but"in"every"case,"the"use"of"sole"source"procurements"shall"be"

justified"and"documented."
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(2)! Purchases" of" goods" and" services" for" the" general" administration" of" the"

administrative" entity" should" follow" normal" business" practices" to" ensure"

receipt" and" quality" of" the" goods" and" services." " Procurement" by"

noncompetitive"proposals"may"be"used"only"when"the"award"of"a"contract"is"

unfeasible" under" small" purchase" procedures," sealed" bids," or" competitive"

proposals"and"one"of"the"following"circumstances"applies:""

(a)! The"item"or"service"is"available"only"from"a"single"source;"

(b)! The"public"exigency"or"emergency"need"for"the"item"or"service"does"

not" permit" a" delay" resulting" from" competitive" solicitation" and" the"

procurement"is"for"a"limited"time"only;"

(c)! The"awarding"agency"authorizes"noncompetitive"proposals;"

(d)! After"solicitation"of"a"number"of"sources,"competition"is"determined"

inadequate;"

(e)! On"the"Job"Training"(OJT)"contracts,"except"OJT"brokering"contracts,"

which" shall" be" selected" competitively," or" enrollment" of" individual"

customers"in"classroom"training."

(i)! Individual" referral" to" classroom" training" and" OJT"

procurements" require" special" considerations." For" every"

procurement"from"a"training"provider,"school,"or"employer,"

a" determination" of" demonstrated" performance" must" be"

conducted." " Prior" to" the" enrollment" of" any" customer," a"

school" or" training" institution" must" meet" the" state"

requirements" for" conducting" training" (Private" PostG

secondary" certification," Department" of" Health" Services"

approval," business" license," etc.)." " The" catalog" used" for"

course" selection"must" be" updated" at" least" annually" and" a"

copy"must" be" retained" for" documentation." " The" Individual"

Service"Strategy"may"be"used"to"document"the"reasons" for"

selection" of" the" classroom" training" provider" or" the" OJT"

employer."

(ii)! Customers" in" OJT"may" not" be" placed"with" employers"who"

are"debarred"by"the"federal"or"state"government."

(iii)! Classroom" training" may" be" provided" by" either" vendors" or"

subrecipients." " The" type" of" organization" (community"

college,"adult"school,"high"school,"private"school,"etc.)"does"

not"determine"the"vendor"or"subrecipient"designation.""The"

determination" is"made" based" on" the" relationship" between"

the" service"provider"and" the"program"using" the"definitions"

found"in"the"regulations."

(iv)! When" purchasing" training" from" an" institution" or" OJT"

employer," the" demonstrated" performance" of" the" vendor"

must" be" assured" using" prior" history" and" documenting" the"

source" of" the" data." " The" LWIA" or" subrecipient" placing" a"

customer" in" training" will" need" to" ensure" access" to" all"
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records"regarding"the"customer." "Agreements"with"vendors"

and" OJT" employers" must" include" statements" that" permit"

monitoring" of" the" customer’s" financial" and" attendance"

records.""For"OJT"employers"the"customer’s"financial"records"

include" time" sheets," payroll" records," and" canceled" checks.""

For" training" provided" by" vendors," customer’s" financial"

records"include"student"loan,"grant,"and"tuition"information."

(v)! The"formal"agreement"between"the"vendor"or"OJT"employer"

and" the" SDA" or" subrecipient" must" include" language" to"

ensure" access" to" the" above" referenced" records" by" the"

responsible" entities." The" responsible" entities" include" the"

SDA," the" subrecipient," the"State," the"DOL," the"Comptroller"

General"of"the"United"States,"or"any"of"their"duly"authorized"

representatives."The"records"include"any"books,"documents,"

papers,"and"computer"data"directly"pertinent"to"the"records"

of"the"customer.""The"right"to"the"records"includes"the"right"

to"make" excerpts," transcripts," and" photocopies." " The" right"

also"includes"the"reasonable"and"timely"access"to"personnel"

for"the"purpose"of"interviews"and"discussions"related"to"the"

records"of"the"customer."

J.! Appeal"and"Dispute"Procedures"

1.! Contractor"shall"have"protest"procedures"to"handle"and"resolve"disputes"relating"to"their"

procurements." " A" protester" shall" exhaust" all" administrative" remedies" with" the"

Contractor" before" pursuing" a" protest" at" a" higher" level." " Notice" of" appeal" rights" and"

procedures"must" be" given" to" all" bidders." "WIA"bidders"who"are"dissatisfied"may" file" a"

complaint"in"accordance"with"City"WIA"complaint"procedures."

2.! The"selected"bidders"are"offered"contracts"after"the"evaluation"and"negotiation"process"

is"competed.""The"contracts"with"subcontractors"must"contain"all"provisions"set"forth"in"

S702K" below," and" the" requirements" of" 29" CFR" Part" 97." The" provisions" listed" under"

Section" 627.420(h)(4)(ii)" and" (iii)" are" to" be" included" only" in" applicable" agreements.""

Agreements,"with"vendors"who"are"not"involved"with"carrying"out"the"program,"are"not"

required" to" contain" the" clauses" in" Section" 627.420(4)." " When" purchasing" material"

subject" to" copyright" law," the" subrecipient"must" include" the" copyright" provisions" in" 29"

CFR"97.34."

3.! Regardless" of" the" amount" of" the" award," all" subrecipients" shall" certify" to" a" Drug" Free"

Workplace.""All"awards"to"subrecipients"in"excess"of"$100,000"shall"certify"that"no"funds"

shall" be" used" for" lobbying." " All" contracts" and" awards" to" vendors" and" subrecipients" in"

excess"of"$25,000"shall"include"debarment"certifications."

K.! RFP/RFQ"Procedures"

1.! It"is"a"City"policy"to"contract"for"services"on"the"basis"of"demonstrated"competence"and"

reasonable" price" by" obtaining" bids" or" proposals." Before" preparing" an" RFP" for" the"

procurement" of" services," several" preliminary" activities" should" be" performed" including"

the" determination" of" the" City's/Contractor's" needs," consulting" with" contractors" and"

other" local" governments," and" developing" an" approach" to" the" procurement" process.""
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Excluding"small"purchases," the"Contractors"must" justify"the"procurement"method"used"

for"each"purchase.""Once"these"activities"are"completed,"the"development"of"an"RFP"can"

begin."

2.! The" following" guidelines" apply" to" the" preparation" of" written" RFPs" or" RFQs." " These"

provisions"apply"to"this"Agreement"and"to"City"Contractors"who"will"need"to"make"some"

modification"to"the"language,"which"clarifies"that"the"solicitation"is"from"the"Contractor"

and"not"the"City.""In"the"RFP"process,"cost"is"usually"one"of"several"selection"criteria"that"

proposers" must" address" in" their" proposals." " By" contrast" in" the" RFQ" process," cost"

becomes"a"selection"criterion"only"after"qualified"proposers"have"been"identified"from"a"

review"of"their"qualifications.""RFQs"are"usually"reserved"for"the"selection"of"engineers,"

architects,"or"other"highly"specialized,"technical"providers."

3.! The"purpose"of"the"guidelines"is"to"present"ideas"and"material"that"are"characteristic"of"

well"prepared"solicitations.""The"guidelines"are"not"intended"to"provide"total"coverage"of"

any"topic.""While"the"guidelines"apply"generally,"exceptional"circumstances"may"call"for"

modifying"or"excluding"one"or"more"of"the"suggested"provisions.""In"any"case,"the"RFP"or"

RFQ"should"be"tailored"to"the"job"that"needs"to"be"done.""The"arrangement,"adequacy,"

clarity,"simplicity"and"appeal"of"the"solicitation"document"shall"remain"the"responsibility"

of" the"administering"agency." " To"be"most"effective," a" solicitation"document" should"be"

clear"and"complete"but"avoid"repetition,"legalism"or"extraneous"information.""RFPs"must"

be"publicly"advertised."

a.! Standard"RFP"Format"

(1)! Cover" Page." The" cover" page" should" describe" briefly" the" scope" of" services"

requested,"the"format,"the"issuance"date"and"the"deadline"of"date"and"time"

for" submission" of" proposals," and" the" Contractor" contact" for" further"

information"about" the"RFP." Include" the"name," address," telephone"number"

and"location"of"the"person"to"whom"the"submission"is"to"be"made.""Exhibit"A"

depicts" a" sample" cover" page." " If" a" proposers" conference" is" appropriate,"

include" information"on" the" location," time"and"date"of" the"event." "All" RFPs"

should"include"a"deadline"for"receipt.""Contractors"shall"have"procedures"to"

ensure" that"only"proposals" received" in"accordance"with" the"date"and" time"

specified"will" be" reviewed." "All"RFPs" shall" include" the"approximate"date"of"

the"award"notification."

(2)! Contents." " The"RFP" should"contain" the" following" standard" items"which"are"

discussed"below:"

(a)! Introduction"

(b)! RFP"Provisions"

(c)! Statement"of"Work"and"Evaluation"Criteria"

(d)! Proposal"Specifications"

(e)! RFP"Items"Not"Covered"

(f)! References"

(g)! Standard"Contract"Provisions"
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(h)! Indemnity"and"Insurance"

(i)! Signatures"and"Declarations"

(j)! Cover"letter"of"proposal"

(k)! Proposers"Conference"

(l)! Proposal"evaluation"for"Request"for"Proposals"

(m)! Disposition"of"Proposals"

(n)! Description"of" failed"competition"and"the"rights"and"options" in" the"

event"of"a"failure"

(o)! RFP"Revisions"

(p)! Staff"Reassignments"

(q)! Complaint"procedures"to"handle"and"resolve"disputes"relating"to"the"

procurement"

(r)! Inclusion" of" Contractual" Provisions" Required" by" External" Funding"

Source"

(s)! City/Contractor"Policy"Issue"Summaries"

(i)! Affirmative"Action"

(ii)! MBE," WBE" and" Other" Business" Enterprise" Outreach"

Program."

(iii)! Sample"Policy"Statement"""

(iv)! Supplementary" Instructions" to" Proposers" and" Proposer's"

Affidavit""

(v)! Contractual"Provisions"and"Certifications," including,"but"not"

limited" to," a" Certification" Regarding" DrugGFree" Workplace"

Requirements," only" if" Contractor" receives" State" CSBG" or"

WIA" funds" as" a" funding" source" under" this" Agreement;"

Certification" Regarding" Lobbying;" Certification" Regarding"

Debarment," Suspension," Ineligibility" and" Voluntary"

Exclusion" Lower" Tier" Covered" Transaction;" Certification"

Regarding" Compliance" With" Service" Contract" Worker"

Retention" and" Living" Wage" Ordinances;" Certification" of"

Compliance" With" Equal" Benefits" Ordinance/Reasonable"

Measures"Application"for"Equal"Benefits"Ordinance."

(3)! Introduction"

(a)! Describe" in" general" terms" the" nature," scope" and" schedule" of" the"

work"to"be"contracted,"and"the"Contractor"that"will"be"responsible"

for" administering" the" contract," including" name" and" address" of"

contracting"agency."""

(b)! Describe"the"Contractor's"organizational"structure"that"is"in"place"or"

will" be" established" to" facilitate" the" types" of" relationships" and"

interactions" which" will" be" required" to" successfully" complete" the"
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engagement." Present" sufficient" background" and" historical"

information" about" the"project" and" the"Contractor" or" other" agency"

involved" to" permit" a" full" understanding" of" the" work" to" be"

contracted.""State"that"as"a"rule"all"proposals"must"be"submitted"in"

the"English"language,"and"that"all"numerical"data"must"be"the"dollarG

footGpoundGseconds"units"of"measurement."

(c)! Describe" the" minimum" and" maximum" amount" of" funding" for" the"

contract."

(d)! Request" that" proposals" be" prepared" simply" and" economically,"

avoiding" the" use" of" unnecessary" promotional" materials." Proposals"

shall" include"a"table"of"contents"and"a"signature"and"date"block"for"

the" offeror." Specify" the" number" of" copies" of" the" proposal" to" be"

submitted"to"the"Contractor."State"that"the"Contractor"shall"accept"

no"responsibility"for"the"cost"of"preparing"any"proposal."

(e)! Request" that" proposals" be" enclosed" in" a" single," sealed" package"

plainly" marked" with" the" words" "Proposal" for" (name" of" project" as"

referenced" in" the" RFP)."" Declare" that" proposals" shall" be" made" as"

firm" offers" for" a" set" period" of" time" following" the" deadline" for"

submittal."To"ensure" that" the" release"of"an"RFP"and"receipt"of"any"

proposals"are"properly"coordinated,"contact"the"Purchasing"Division"

of"the"Department"of"General"Services"for"assistance."

(f)! Direct" proposers" to" address" all" questions" regarding" the" RFP" and"

their" proposals" to" the" assigned" Contractor" proposal" administrator"

only.""State"that"failure"to"comply"with"this"requirement,"other"than"

as"specifically"permitted"in"the"RFP,"may"disqualify"a"proposer"from"

further"consideration.""

(g)! Contractor" shall" direct" staff" to" respond" to" questions" regarding" the"

RFP" and" the" submission" requirements." Contractor" shall" record" all"

responses," except" those" that" are" clearly" answered" in" the" RFP."

Contractor" shall" provide" a" written" copy" of" the" responses" to" all"

parties"to"whom"the"RFP"has"been"distributed,"including"those"who"

attended" the" proposers’" conference." This" should" be" provided" in" a"

timely"and"frequent"manner"to"ensure"that"all"proposers"are"aware"

of"the"responses"when"preparing"their"proposal."

(h)! State"that"it"is"the"Contractor's"intent"to"award"a"contract,"in"a"form"

approved"by"the"Contractor,"to"the"selected"proposer."Indicate"that"

the"RFP"and" the"Contractor's"proposal"or"any"part" thereof"may"be"

incorporated" into"and"made"a"part"of" the"contract." " State" that" the"

Contractor" reserves" the" right" to" further" negotiate" the" terms" and"

conditions"of"the"contract."State"that"the"Contractor,"however,"shall"

reserve" the" right" to" withdraw" the" RFP," to" reject" any" proposal" for"

noncompliance"with"RFP"provisions," or" not" to" award" a" contract" at"

any"time"because"of"unforeseen"circumstances"or"if"it"is"determined"

to"be"in"the"best"interest"of"the"Contractor."
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(4)! Statement"of"Work"""

(a)! Describe" the" tasks" that" the" subcontractor" will" be" responsible" to"

perform." Clearly" define" the" type," scope," schedule," and" other"

relevant" characteristics" of" each" task." " Use" quantitative" language"

whenever" possible" to" establish" an" objective" basis" from" which" to"

evaluate"responses." "Describe"the"status"and/or"progress"reporting"

that"will"be" required"of" the"subcontractor."Specify"any"other" items"

that" proposers" should" address," including," but" not" limited" to," the"

following:"

(i)! Background"or"project"content"

1)! General"requirement"description"

2)! Related"projects"

3)! Problem"statement"

4)! Statutory"or"regulatory"foundation"

(ii)! *Project"objectives"

1)! *Purpose"

2)! *How"results"will"be"used"

(iii)! *Scope"of"work"

1)! *Population"to"be"served"

2)! *Number"to"be"served"

3)! *Training"or"services"to"be"provided"

(iv)! *Period"of"Performance"

(v)! *Performance"Standards"

(vi)! *Reporting"Requirements"

" *Must"be"included"in"the"proposal"

(b)! Generally"RFP"based"contracts"are"awarded"on"the"basis"of"several"

criteria,"such"as"the"level"of"effort"and"method"proposed"to"do"the"

work,"the"credentials"and"related"work"experience"of"subcontractor"

personnel" assigned" to" do" the" work," City/Contractor" policy" issues"

and" price." Describe" in" the" RFP" the" general" criteria" the" Contractor"

intends"to"use"to"evaluate"the"written"responses,"and"the"assigned"

weight"of"each"criterion."

(c)! Proposed" evaluation" criteria" can" be" complicated" by" the" varying"

degrees" to" which" the" proposals" meet," exceed," or" fall" below" the"

specific" requirements" of" the" RFP." Scale" the" evaluation" process" to"

manageable"proportions.""The"more"complete"and"specific"the"RFP,"

the" better" it" serves" as" a" standard" for" measuring" and" evaluating"

proposals.""Include"a"statement"that"the"Contractor"shall"reserve"the"

right" to" use" such" other" criteria" as"may" be" deemed" appropriate" in"

evaluating"the"proposals,"even"if"such"criteria"are"not"mentioned"in"

the"RFP.""State"that"proposers"submitting"the"highestGrated"written"

responses"may"be"called"for"an"oral"interview"to"further"assess"their"

qualifications." "Describe" the"evaluation"criteria" that"will"be"used" in"

the" interview" if" different" from" the" written" criteria" in" the" RFP." " A"

description"of"assigned"weights"may"be"included"if"appropriate."
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(d)! If" technical" services" are" to" be" procured," a" technical" requirements"

section" should" be" prepared." " The" technical" requirements" section"

should"organize" information" in"a" form"understandable" to"potential"

bidders" and" Contractor" staff." For" example," items" that" might" be"

included" in" a" technical" requirements" section" to" procure" an"

automated"system"include:""

(i)! Description" of" current" hardware" and" software" operating"

environment;"

(ii)! Detailed" description" of" all" hardware" and" software"

requirements;"

(iii)! Indication"of"need"for"data"conversion"assistance;"

(iv)! Outline"of"orientation"and"training"requirements;"and,"

(v)! Indication" of" the" need" for" a" benchmark" demonstration" of"

system"capabilities."

(5)! Proposal"Specifications"""

(a)! Request"proposers"to"demonstrate"their"capability"to"fulfill"the"work"

to" be" contracted." " Proposers" should" provide" specific" information"

about"the"personnel," including"subcontractors," if"possible,"who"will"

be"assigned"to"perform"the"work;"past"performance"on"projects"of"a"

similar"nature" including"a"client" list," if"possible;" the"proposed"price"

to" complete" the" work;" adequate" documentation" on" the" financial"

status"of" the"firm"which"will"permit" the"Contractor"to"evaluate"the"

proposer's" ability" to" complete" the"work;" and"other"work"elements"

deemed"necessary"to"evaluate"the"proposals."""

(b)! State" that" responses" to" the"RFP"must"be"made" in"accordance"with"

the"format"set"forth"in"the"RFP."Indicate"that"a"comprehensive"index"

which"includes"a"clear"definition"of"the"content"of"the"proposal"and"

which"identifies"the"information"set"forth"therein"by"sequential"page"

number"and"appropriate" reference"number" is" required." "State" that"

failure" to"meet" this" requirement"may"be"cause" for" rejection"of" the"

proposal" as" nonGresponsive." " Generally," each" proposer" should" be"

requested"to"address"the"following"specifications:"

(i)! Assigned"Personnel."The"names"of"the"key"personnel,"whom"

the" proposer" employs" or" plans" to" employ" or" hire" through"

subcontract," to" perform" the" requested" services." " For" each"

person"listed,"the"following"information"should"be"provided:"

1)! Description"of"the"work"he"or"she"will"perform;"

2)! Amount"of"time"he"or"she"will"be"assigned"to"work"

on"the"project;"

3)! Academic" achievements," including" all" college"

undergraduate"and"graduate"education;"

4)! Relevant" work" experience" in" years" and" level" of"

responsibility."

5)! An" organization" chart" depicting" the" lines" of"

authority," the" relationships" of" the" organizational"
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units"and"the"names"of" the"key"personnel"who"will"

be"doing"the"work."

(ii)! Project"Cost"""

1)! The" total" cost" to" the" Contractor," broken" down" in"

salaries," expenses," equipment," and" in" hours" and"

total"dollar"amount"by"deliverable"task."

2)! Salary,"or"wage;"billing"rate"for"each"employee."

3)! The"proposed"schedule"of"payment."

4)! All" resources" proposed" to" be" supplied" by" the"

Contractor."

(iii)! Deliverables""

1)! The"products" that" the" subcontractor"will" deliver" to"

the" Contractor" according" to" a" set" schedule,"

including"the"nature"of"the"deliverables,"e.g.,"oral"or"

written"reports,"videotapes,"or"architectural"models"

and," if"applicable,"number"of"copies"to"be"provided"

of"written"products."

(6)! RFP"Items"Not"Covered"

(a)! Proposals" should" cover" the" statement" of" work" and" all" the" RFP"

specifications." " Otherwise," proposers" should" state" why" the" RFP"

requirements"are"not"being"addressed.""If"proposers"wish"to"present"

qualifications" in" addition" to" the" required" items" such" information"

should" be" presented" under" the" heading" "Additional" Qualifications"

We"Wish"To"Present."" "Proposers"who"do"not"wish"to"present"such"

information"should"state:""There"are"no"additional"qualifications"we"

wish"to"present.""

(7)! References"""

(a)! Request" proposers" to" support" their" presentations" by" listing"

successfully"completed"projects"that"resemble"the"work"to"be"done"

and"the"dates"of"completion.""Request"the"name,"title,"address"and"

phone"numbers"of"a"contact"for"each"project."

(8)! Standard"Contract"Provisions"""

(a)! Sample"standard"contract"provisions"have"been"provided"by"the"City"

for" Contractor’s" use." The" document," which" is" available" from" the"

City,"is"updated"periodically.""Check"with"the"City"to"ascertain"use"of"

the" latest"version."Unless" the"standard"provisions"are" incorporated"

by" reference" and" attached" to" the" RFP," the" general" contract"

provisions" that"are"expected" to"be" included" in" the"contract" should"

be"excerpted"from"the"standard"provisions"document"and"provided"

to"prospective"proposers."

(9)! Indemnity"and"Insurance"

(a)! The" standard" City" insurance" conditions" are" incorporated" into" the"

sample" standard" subcontract" provisions." The" specific" insurance"
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coverages" and" limits" shall" be" described" by" contractor" in" the" RFP."

These" coverages" and" limits" should" be" tailored" to" the" individual"

subcontract." "For"City"contracts,"Required( Insurance(and(Minimum(
Limits"are"set"by"the"City"Risk"Management"staff"in"the"Office"of"the"

City" Administrative"Officer" of" the" City" of" Los" Angeles" on" the" Form"

Gen.146." " Electronic" submission" is" the" preferred" method" of"

submitting"your"evidence"of"insurance"documents."Track4LA™&is"the"
City’s"online"insurance"compliance"system"and"is"designed"to"make"

the" experience" of" submitting" and" retrieving" insurance" information"

quick" and" easy." The" system" is" designed" to" be" used" primarily" by"

insurance" brokers" and" agents" as" they" submit" client" insurance"

certificates" directly" to" the" City." It" uses" the" standard" insurance"

industry" form" known" as" the" ACORD& 25& Certificate& of& Liability&
Insurance& in" electronic" format." The" easiest" and" quickest" way" to"

obtain"approval"of"your" insurance"is"to"have"your" insurance"broker"

or" agent" access"Track4LA™& at"http://track4la.lacity.org" and" follow"
the" instructions" to" register" and" submit" the" appropriate" proof" of"

insurance" on" your" behalf." Additional" instructions" and" information"

on" complying" with" City" insurance" requirements" can" be" found" at:"

http://cao.lacity.org/risk/Submitting_proof_of_Insurance.pdf.<

(10)! Signatures"and"Declarations"""

(a)! Each" proposal" must" be" signed" on" behalf" of" the" proposer" by" an"

officer" authorized" to" bind" the" proposer," and" must" include" the"

following"declaration:"

(i)! This" proposal" is" genuine," and" not" sham" or" collusive," nor"

made" in" the" interest"or" in"behalf"of"any"person"not"herein"

named;" the"proposer"has"not"directly"or" indirectly" induced"

or"solicited"any"other"proposer"to"put"in"a"sham"bid,"or"any"

other"person,"firm"or"corporation"to"refrain"from"submitting"

a"proposal;"and"the"proposer"has"not"in"any"manner"sought"

by" collusion" to" secure" for" himself" an" advantage" over" any"

other"proposer."

(11)! Cover"Letter"of"Proposal"

(a)! The" cover" letter" of" each" proposal" should" be" limited" to" one" page.""

The"letter"must"include"the"title,"address"and"telephone"number"of"

the" person" or" persons" who" will" be" authorized" to" represent" the"

proposer." " The" letter" must" be" signed" by" a" company" officer"

authorized" to" bind" the" company" to" all" commitments"made" in" the"

proposal."

(12)! Proposers"Conference"

(a)! Determine" if" a" proposers’" conference" will" be" conducted." " A"

proposers’"conference"may"be"appropriate"especially"if"the"work"to"

be"contracted"has"not"previously"been"done"by"contract"or"not"done"

at" all." " If" a" proposers’" conference" is" to" be" scheduled," designate" a"
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date," time" and" place" at" which" proposers" will" be" given" the"

opportunity" to"pose"questions"about" the"RFP"and"notify"all"parties"

to" whom" the" RFP" has" been" distributed." " The" notification" can" be"

included" in" the"RFP." " Invite"proposers" to" submit" their" questions" in"

writing"prior"to"the"conference,"and"arrange,"to"the"extent"possible,"

for"all"questions"to"be"answered"at"the"conference."A"memorandum"

for" the" proposers" listing" attendees," documenting" in" writing" each"

question"answered"at"the"conference,"any"actions"taken"during"the"

conference,"etc."shall"be"prepared"to"document"the"conference"and"

conveyed" to" the" participants." Contractors" shall" provide" this"

information" directly" to" the" proposers" who" received" the" RFP" but"

were" unable" to" attend" the" conference" or" as" an" addendum" to" the"

RFP" for" any" subsequent" requesters." " The"memorandum" should" be"

filed"with"the"record"set"of"contractual"documents"retained"by"the"

Contractor."Materials"handed"out"at"the"proposer’s"conference"shall"

be" available" to" all" other" parties" following" the" conference." " If" a"

proposers’"conference"was"not" initially"planned"but"the"number"or"

extent" of" questions" regarding" the" RFP" indicates" a" need" for" one," a"

separate"notice"should"be"mailed"and"the"RFP"due"date"extended"if"

necessary."

(13)! Proposal"Evaluation"for"RFP’s"

(a)! Contractor/City" shall" develop" proposal" evaluation" procedures" in"

accordance"with"the"requirements"of"Section"D.14"above."

(14)! Failed"Competition"""

(a)! The"RFP" shall" provide" that" it" is" the"Contractor’s/City’s" authority" to"

determine" that" the"procurement"process"has" failed." " The"basis" for"

failure" should" include" a" lack" of" response" to" the" RFP;" not" enough"

bidders;" a" determination" that" the" responses" do" not" agree" with"

mandatory" requirements" of" the" RFP;" a" determination" that" no"

proposer" demonstrated" effectiveness" in" providing" the" services"

solicited," and/or" a" determination" that" the" award" of" a" contract" at"

this"time"to"any"proposer"would"not"be"cost"effective,"responsible"or"

prudent.""In"the"event"that"the"City/Contractor"determines"that"the"

procurement" has" failed," it" may" elect" to" negotiate" a" sole" source"

agreement"or"develop"and"issue"a"new"RFP."

(15)! Disposition"of"Proposals"""

(a)! State" that" all" proposals" submitted" in" response" to" the" RFP" shall"

become"the"property"of"the"Contractor/City"and"a"matter"of"public"

record.""Also,"proposers"must"identify"all"copyrighted"material,"trade"

secrets"or"other"proprietary"information"that"they"claim"are"exempt"

from" disclosure" under" the" Public" Records" Act" (California" Code"

Sections"6250"et<seq.)." " In"the"event"such"an"exemption"is"claimed,"

the"proposer"shall"be"requested"to"state"in"the"proposal"that"he"or"

she"will" defend" any" action"brought" against" the"Contractor/City" for"
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its" refusal" to" disclose" such" material," trade" secrets" or" other"

proprietary"information"to"any"party"making"a"request"therefore."

(16)! RFP"Revisions"""

(a)! Any" revision" made" to" an" issued" RFP" shall" be" sent" to" all" parties"

known"to"have"received"a"copy"of"the"original"RFP."

(17)! Staff"Reassignments""

(a)! If" the"original"selection"of"a"subcontractor"will"be"based" in"part"on"

the"qualifications"of"specific"key"individuals"named"in"the"proposal,"

state"that"the"Contractor/City"must"approve"in"advance"any"changes"

in"individuals"or"levels"of"commitment"to"the"project."State"that"the"

Contractor"will" reserve"the"right"to"have"the"subcontractor"replace"

any"subcontractor"project"personnel."

(18)! Inclusion"of"Contractual"Provision"Required"by"External"Funding"Source"""

(a)! Federal," State" and" other" funding" agencies" typically" impose"

requirements" on" recipients" of" funds" that" apply" to" subcontractors."

Such" requirements" should" be" reflected" in" RFPs" and" related"

contracts."

(19)! City"Policy"Issue"Summaries"

(a)! Affirmative" Action." " The" City" of" Los" Angeles'" Administrative" Code"

(Division" 10," Chapter" 1," Article" 1," Section" 10.8)" establishes" an"

affirmative"action"program"for"vendors"doing"business"with"the"City.""

State" that"as"a" condition"of" contract"award," the" selected"proposer"

shall" be" required" to" comply" with" the" provisions" of" the" City's"

Affirmative"Action"program," including"the"submission"of"one"of"the"

following"affirmative"action"plans:"a)"a"trade"association"affirmative"

action"plan,"b)"the"proposer's"own"affirmative"action"plan,"or"c)"an"

executed" copy" of" the" City" Affirmative" Action" Plan." Refer" to" the"

provisions" herein" regarding" nondiscrimination" and" affirmative"

action" and" recite" the" text" of" this" provision" in" the" RFP." " Urge"

proposers" to" include" an" affirmative" action" plan" in" their" proposals.""

Attach" as" an" appendix" to" the" RFP" the" City" forms" (GSSGAA" 1)"

instructing" prospective" subcontractors" about" compliance" with" the"

City's"Affirmative"Action"Program."

(b)! MBE,"WBE"and"Other"Business" Enterprise"Outreach"Program." " It" is"

the" policy" of" the" City" to" provide" minority" business" enterprises"

(MBEs),"women"business"enterprises"(WBEs)"and"all"other"business"

enterprises"an"equal"opportunity"to"participate" in"the"performance"

of"all"Contractor"contracts,"including"procurement,"construction"and"

personal"services.""This"policy"applies"to"all"Contractors.""Be"sure"to"

comply"with"the"provisions"of"City"Executive"Directive"lGB"and"1GC"to"

ensure" that"MBEs,"WBEs," and" all" other" businesses" are" offered" the"

greatest"opportunity"to"compete"for"and"perform"subcontracts"and"

provide"personal"services"to"the"Contractor."
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(i)! Include" a" statement" that" proposers" are" to" assist" the"

Contractor" in" implementing" this" policy" by" taking" all"

reasonable" steps" to" ensure" that" all" available" business"

enterprises," including" MBEs" and" WBEs," have" an" equal"

opportunity" to" compete" for" and" participate" in" Contractor"

subcontracts.""Inform"proposers"that"equal"opportunity"will"

be"determined"by" their" good" faith"efforts" comply"with" the"

Contractor's" outreach" program." Advise" proposers" that"

participation"by"MBEs,"WBEs,"and"all"other"businesses"may"

be" in" the" form" of" joint" ventures" or" subcontracting."

Contractor" is" responsible" for" the" implementation" of"

MBE/WBE"procedures."""

(c)! Child" Care" Policy." " It" is" the" policy" of" the" City" to" encourage" all" its"

vendors" to" adopt" a" stated" policy" on" child" care." " This" policy"

acknowledges" the" importance"of"quality," affordable"and"accessible"

child" care" and" commits" the" Contractor" to" use" its" resources" as" an"

educator,"employer,"role"model"and"facilitator"to"act"as"a"catalyst"in"

expanding" the" supply" of" quality," affordable" and" accessible" child"

care."

4.! Consultant"Directory." "To"assist"Contractors" in" identifying"potential"subcontractors,"the"

Office" of" the" City" Administrative" Officer" of" the" City" of" Los" Angeles" (CAO)"maintains" a"

computerized" consultant" directory." " Firms" are" listed" according" to" their" fields" of"

expertise,"e.g.,"bond"counsel,"CPA,"and"human"resources.""Contact"the"CAO"Productivity"

Group"for"access"to"the"directory"and"for"lists"of"firms"in"the"form"of"mailing"labels,"hard"

copy"reports"or"both."

L.! Contract"Provisions""

1.! All"contracts"must"contain"at"a"minimum"the"following"provisions:""

a.! Specific"deliverables"and"the"basis"for"payment;""

b.! Provisions"requiring"compliance"with"grant"regulations;"

c.! Provisions"that"describe"remedies"for"breach;"

d.! Provisions"that"describe"Agreement’s"patent"and"copyright"rules;"

e.! Provisions"for"termination"for"cause"and"convenience;"

f.! Access"to"records"for"audit"purposes;"

g.! Audit"requirements;"

h.! Provisions"for"payment"and"delivery;"

i.! Provisions"describing"contract"amendment"procedures;"

j.! Provisions"against"assignment;"

k.! Provisions"for"equal"opportunity"and"nonGdiscrimination;"and"

l.! Provisions"prohibiting"conflicts"of"interest."
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§103$ RECORDS&AND&AUDITS&OF&SUBCONTRACTS&

A.! Records" shall" be"maintained" in" accordance"with" requirements"prescribed"by" the"City"with"

respect"to"all"matters"covered"by"any"subcontract.""Such"records"shall"be"retained"within"the"

Los" Angeles" Area" for" a" period" of" five" (5)" years" after" receipt" of" final" payment" under" this"

Agreement,"unless"authorization"to"remove"them"is"granted"in"writing"by"the"City."

B.! Expenditures"pertaining"to"subcontracts"shall"be"supported"by"properly"executed"documents"

evidencing"in"detail"the"nature"of"the"charges."

C.! At"such"times"and"in"such"forms"as"the"City"may"require,"there"shall"be"furnished"to"the"City"

such"statements,"records,"reports,"data"and"information"as"the"City"may"request"pertaining"

to"matters"covered"by"any"subcontract."

D.! These"records"shall"be"made"available"to"the"City" for"copying,"audit,"and" inspection"at"any"

time"during"normal"business"hours."

§104$ COSTSPLUSSASPERCENTAGESOFSCOSTSSUBCONTRACTING&

A.! Under" no" circumstances" shall" the" Contractor" enter" into" CostGPlusGaGPercentageGofGCost"

subcontracts."

§105$ RESTRICTION&ON&DISBURSEMENTS&

A.! No"money"received"pursuant"to"this"Agreement"by"the"Contractor"shall"be"disbursed"to"any"

subcontractor" except" pursuant" to" a"written" agreement"which" incorporates" the" applicable"

General" Contract" Conditions" as" described" herein" and" unless" the" subcontractor" is" in"

compliance" with" City" requirements" with" regard" to" accounting" and" fiscal" matters," to" the"

extent"that"they"are"applicable."

§106$ PARTICIPATION&OF&SMALL,&MINORITY,&AND&WOMEN’S&BUSINESS&

A.! Consistent" with" Executive" Order" Nos." 11625," 12432," and" 12138," Contractor" shall" provide"
opportunities"for"small,"minority,"and"women’s"businesses"to"participate"in"contracting"and"

procurement"activities"generated"under"this"Agreement.""The"Contractor"shall:"

1.! Invite" small," minority," and" women’s" businesses" to" participate" in" procurements" under"

this"Agreement."

2.! Divide"total"requirements" into"small"requirements"to"permit"maximum"small,"minority,"

and"women’s"business"participation"whenever"economically"feasible."

3.! Use" the" services" and" assistance" of" the" Small" Business" Administration," the" Minority"

Business" Development" Agency" of" the" Department" of" Commerce," and" the" Community"

Services"Administration"(or"its"successor),"as"required."

4.! The"Contractor" shall" include" the" requirements"of" this" section" in" every" subcontract" for"

work"in"connection"with"this"Agreement"and"project.""

2.$ REMEDIES&

§201$ WAIVERS&

A.! Waivers" of" the" provisions" of" this" Agreement" must" be" in" writing" and" signed" by" the"

appropriate"authorities"of"the"City."
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B.! No"waiver"by"the"City"or"breach"of"any"provision"of"these"conditions"shall"be"deemed"for"any"

purpose"to"be"waiver"or"a"breach"of"any"other"provision"or"of"a"continuing"or"subsequent"

breach"of"the"same"provision."

§202$ AMENDMENTS&

A.! Either" party" may" request" an" amendment" to" this" Agreement." " Amendments" to" this"

Agreement"must"be" in"writing"and"properly"executed"by"both"the"City"and"the"Contractor.""

No" verbal" agreement" or" conversation" with" any" officer" or" employee" of" either" party" shall"

affect"or"modify"any"terms"and"conditions"of"this"Agreement."

B.! The"Contractor"agrees"to"comply"with"all"future"City"Directives"or"any"rules,"amendments"or"

requirements"promulgated"by"the"City"affecting"this"Agreement."

§203$ DEFAULTS&

A.! Should"the"Contractor"fail"for"any"reason"to"comply"with"the"contractual"obligations"of"this"

Agreement,"including,"but"not"limited"to,"failure"to"meet"the"Performance"Standards,"failure"

to" start" up" the" program" on" time," failure" to" provide" services" according" to" plan" and/or" to"

benefit"customers"and"the"provisions"of"the"Agreement,"failure"to"maintain"expenditures"at"

an"approved"rate"in"the"Budget"Summary/Expenditure"Plan,"failure"to"resolve"performance"

problems" in" a" timely" manner," failure" to" demonstrate" the" capabilities" to" solve" identified"

problems" within" a" specific" time," failure" to" provide" necessary" fiscal" or" Management"

Information"Services"(MIS)"documents"to"City"in"a"timely"manner,"failure"to"maintain"agreed"

cost" per" placement" or" failure" to" utilize" City" funds" in" accordance" with" the" terms" and"

conditions"of"the"Agreement,"the"City"reserves"the"right"to"take"any"or"all"of"the"following"

actions"at"its"discretion:"

1.! Notify" Contractor" of" performance" deficiencies" in" accordance" with" §804" of" this"

Agreement."

2.! Withhold"the"release"of"funds.""

3.! Require"that"no"funds"be"advanced"to"Contractor"until"Contractor"has"provided"for"the"

security"of"funds"advanced"by"a"Surety/performance"bond.""The"amount"and"form"of"the"

security," if" required," shall" be"determined"by" the"City" as"noted"on"Exhibit"A" (Insurance"

Requirement"Form)"and"is"subject"to"prior"City"approval."

4.! Modify" and/or" renegotiate" the" funding/service" level" and/or"make" any" changes" in" the"

general"scope"of"this"Agreement"

5.! Require"Contractor"to"secure"at"its"own"expense"the"services"of"independent"experts."

6.! Require"specific"performance"progress"reports"for"identified"time"periods."

7.! Reduce"compensation"within"the"scope"of"the"City’s"reallocation"policy."

8.! Suspend"operations"in"accordance"with"§805"below"of"this"Agreement."

9.! Terminate"the"Agreement."

§204$ NOTICE&TO&CORRECT&PERFORMANCE&

A.! The"City"may"notify"the"Contractor"of"its"failure"to"comply"with"the"terms"and"conditions"of"

this" Agreement" by" giving"written" notice," effective" upon" date" of" posting,"which" states" the"

specific"performance"deficiencies"to"be"corrected."
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B.! Within" ten" (10)" working" days," the" Contractor" shall" reply" in" writing" setting" forth" the"

corrective" actions" that"will" be"undertaken" to" remedy" the"performance"deficiencies,"which"

actions"are"subject"to"City"approval"in"writing."

C.! Contractor"shall"thereafter"submit"monthly"progress"reports"to"the"City"in"accordance"with"

the"City"approved"corrective"action"plan"specifying"the"actions"taken"and"resolution"of"the"

performance"deficiencies."

§205$ SUSPENSION&OF&THE&AGREEMENT&

A.! The" City" may," by" giving" written" notice," suspend" all" or" part" of" the" project" operations" for"

Contractor’s" failure" to" comply"with" the" terms"and" conditions"of" this"Agreement;" and"may"

notify" the"bank" identified"on"the"City" form"referenced" in"§104A.3"above"that"all" funds"are"

frozen" pending" further" notice" from" the" City." " This"Notice" of" Suspension" shall" be" effective"

upon"the"date"of"posting."

B.! This"notice"shall"set"forth"the"specific"conditions"of"noncompliance"and"the"period"provided"

for"corrective"action."

C.! Within"ten"(10)"working"days"from"the"date"of"written"City"notification,"the"Contractor"shall"

reply"in"writing"setting"forth"the"corrective"actions"which"will"be"undertaken,"subject"to"City"

approval"in"writing."

§206$ TERMINATION&OF&AGREEMENT&

A.! The" parties" agree" that" at" any" time" during" the" term" of" this" Agreement," either" party" may"

terminate" this" Agreement," or" any" part" of" the" Agreement," upon" giving" the" other" party" at"

least"30"days"written"notice"prior"to"the"effective"date"of"the"termination,"which"date"shall"

be" specified" in" the"notice."The"City" is"not" required" to"use"other" remedies"provided" in" this"

Agreement"prior"to"issuing"a"30Gday"notice"to"terminate"the"Agreement.""""

"

B.! Contractor" shall" retain" and" dispose" of" all" customers’" documents" and" related" records"

required" by" the" Contractor" under" this" Agreement," in" accordance" with" City" Directives" or"

written"instructions."

C.! Contractor"shall" return"to"the"City"all"equipment"that"was"purchased"with"City"grant"funds"

pursuant"to"this"Agreement."

D.! In" the"event"Contractor"dissolves"or"otherwise"goes"out"of"existence," copies"of"all" records"
relating"to"the"project"or"activity"that"are"the"subject"of"this"Agreement"shall"be"furnished"to"

the"City."

E.! Upon" satisfactory" completion" and" documentation" of" termination" activities," the" City" shall"

determine"the"total"amount"of"funds"earned"by"the"Contractor."

F.! The"City"may"withhold"any"payments"due"to"the"Contractor"after"notice"of"termination"has"

been" issued" for" the"purpose"of" setGaside"until" the" exact" amount"of" damages"or" unearned"

dollars"due"to"the"City"from"the"Contractor"is"determined.""

G.! Subsections" B," C," D," E," and" F" above" shall" also" apply" to" Agreements" terminating" upon" the"

date"specified" in"§103"of" the" foregoing"Agreement"or"upon"completion"of"performance"of"

this"Agreement."""
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§207$ BREACH&

A.! In"the"event"any"party"fails"to"perform,"in"whole"or"in"part,"any"promise"or"covenant"in"this"

Agreement," or" should" any" representation"made"by" it" be" untrue," any" aggrieved"party"may"

avail"itself"of"all"rights"and"remedies,"at"law"or"equity,"in"the"courts"of"law.""These"rights"and"

remedies" are" cumulative" of" those" provided" for" in" this" Agreement" with" respect" to"

termination,"if"any,"except"that"in"no"event"shall"any"party"recover"more"than"once,"suffer"a"

penalty"or"forfeiture,"or"be"unjustly"compensated."

§208$ NOTICES&OF&SUSPENSION&OR&TERMINATION&

A.! In" the" event" that" this" Agreement" is" suspended" or" terminated," the" Contractor" shall"

immediately"notify"all"employees"and"customers"and"shall"notify"in"writing"all"other"parties"

contracted"with"under"the"terms"of"Agreement"within"five"(5)"working"days"after"receiving"

the"notice"from"the"City."

§209$ GRIEVANCE&AND&COMPLAINT&RESOLUTION&PROCEDURES&

A.! City"WIA"Complaint"Resolution"Procedures"

1.! Contractor" shall" comply"with" the" City"WIA" Complaint" Resolution" Procedures," and" any"

changes" incorporated" therein" during" the" term"of" this" Agreement," in" the" resolution" of"

complaints"alleging"a"violation"of"the"WIA,"the"WIA"regulations,"the"grant,"or"any"other"

Agreements" under" the" Act." " City" shall" furnish" a" copy" of" its" procedures" to" Contractor"

upon"execution"of"this"Agreement."

2.! Contractor" shall" provide" to" each" eligible" customer" and" staff" employee" a" copy" and/or"

summary"of"the"City’s"WIA"Complaint"Resolution"Procedures"during"orientation.""In"the"

event"that"Contractor"subcontracts"with"another"party"for"the"provisions"of"training"or"

job"development"services"to"a"customer,"the"subcontract"shall"require"that"the"customer"

receive" access" to"WIA" complaint" procedures" at" each" tier" of" service." " Contractor" shall"

maintain"written"documentation"on" file" that" each"WIA" staff" person"and" customer"has"

received"information"regarding"the"City’s"WIA"Complaint"Resolution"Procedures."

3.! Contractor" shall" designate" a" staff" person" as" the" EO" Complaints" Officer." " The" EO"

Complaints" Officer" WIA" responsibilities" will" be" to:" notify" the" City," CDD," and" EO"

Compliance"Unit"within"24"hours"of"acceptance"of"a"WIA"complaint;"conduct"an"informal"

resolution"meeting"and"attempt"to"resolve"the"complaint"filed"within"15"calendar"days"

of"its"receipt"and"acceptance;"refer"all"WIA"discrimination"complaints"directly"to"the"CDD"

EO"Compliance"Unit;"represent"the"contractor"in"WIA"administrative"hearings"conducted"

under"the"complaint"procedures."

B.! Contractor"WIA"Customer"Complaint"Resolution"Procedures"

1.! Contractor" shall" designate" an" EO" Complaints"Officer"whose" duties"will" be" to" develop,"

administer," and" maintain" procedures" for" the" resolution" of" complaints" involving"

Individual"Training"Accounts"and"customer"employment" (OJT)." "Contractor" shall" advise"

complainant"that"all"discrimination"complaints"should"be"filed"directly"with"the"City’s"EO"

Compliance"Unit."

2.! Contractor" shall" post" in" a" public" location" initial" and" continuing" notice" of" the" local"

grievance"and"complaint"procedures"and"instructions"on"how"to"file"a"complaint.""Copies"

shall"be"made"available"to"the"general"public"upon"request."
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3.! Contractor" shall" provide" each" customer" with" a" copy" of" its" internal" WIA" customer"

complaint" resolution" procedures" upon" registration" into" the" program" or" during"

orientation." " In" the" event" that" Contractor" subcontracts" with" another" party" for" the"

provision"of" training"or" job"development" services" to"a" customer," the" subcontract" shall"

require" that" the" customer" receive"access" to"WIA"complaint"procedures"at"each" tier"of"

service." " Contractor" shall" maintain" written" documentation" that" each" customer" has"

received" a" copy" of" Contractor’s" WIA" customer" complaint" resolution" procedures" and"

signature"acknowledging"receipt"shall"be"in"its"original"form."

4.! Where"a"hard"copy"case"file"is"maintained,"a"copy"of"the"acknowledgment"of"receipt"of"

the"Grievance"and"Complaint"Procedures"shall"be"signed"by"the"participant"and"included"

in"each"participant’s"case" file." "Where"an"electronic"case" file" is"maintained,"Contractor"

must"make"a"note"indicating"this"notification"did"occur,"the"date"of"the"notification,"and"

the"name"of"Contractor"staff"person"who"provided"it."

C.! Contractor" shall" not"discriminate"or" retaliate" against" any"person,"or"deny" to"any"person"a"

benefit"to"which"that"person"is"entitled"under"the"provisions"of"the"WIA"or"WIA"regulations"

because" such" person" has" filed" a" complaint," has" instituted" or" caused" to" be" instituted" any"

proceeding" under" or" related" to" the" Act," has" testified" or" is" about" to" testify" in" any" such"

proceeding"or"investigation,"or"has"provided"information"or"assisted"in"any"investigation."

D.! Contractor" shall" provide" technical" assistance" (TA)" to" the" complainants," including" those"

grievances" or" complaints" against" the" Contractor." " Such" TA" shall" include" providing"

instructions"on"how"to"file"a"grievance"or"complaint,"providing"relevant"copies"of"documents"

such" as" the" WIA," regulations," rules," contracts," etc." and" providing" clarifications" and"

interpretations" of" relevant" provisions." " This" requirement" shall" not" be" interpreted" as"

requiring"Contractor"to"violate"rules"of"confidentiality."

E.! Contractor"shall"permit"the"Civil"Rights"Center"(CRC),"U.S."DOL"(or"a"representative)"access"to"

its" premises," customers," employees," books," and" papers" should" the" need" arise" during" a"

complaint"investigation."

"

"


